Development Engineer
Our global team, with over 34.000 employees, works to improve energy efficiency, enables new mobility concepts and
provides for security in our digital age. With our innovative semiconductors and system solutions we contribute to a more
sustainable future.
Our site in Cegléd is looking for Development Engineers to our newly established Developing Team. The team set up and
expand of Infineon product development in Hungary with thier knowledge and commitment.
Daily work is proceeding in intercultural environment with German, Austrian and Hungarian colleagues, which contains
different period of travelling abroad from the very first.
Main tasks:
› Introduction of semiconductor devices, which focus on the electric and thermal construction figures;
› coordination and accomplish of product development projects, as projectleader is responsible for functionality of the
product, complying with the costs, deadlines and lead the project team;
› daily cooperation with related organizational units and Infineon sites.
Your profile/requirements:
› You think and act in a cooperative way and are personally committed to the customer’s concerns;
› Bachelor or Master degree in Electrical Engineering or Physics, specialization of Electrical Systems or Application
Engineering is advantage;
› knowledge in the area of power electronic design (IGBTs, loss calculation, heat management);
› high level of MS Office, good command of electrical simulation softwares (e.g. Pspice), Matlab, Simulink required, MS
Project is a plus;
› fluent English and/or German language required;
› highly innovative, motivated with Zero Defect mindset;
› cooperative with group in favour of objectives, open-minded person, who accept new ideas, proposals and the
alternative options, and uses this creative opportunities, result- orineted and proactive;
› good team player, has good communication skills and ability to work across multi-cultural environment.
How to apply for this job?
Please send your Hungarian and foreign CV in pdf format to
jobs.hungary@infineon.com
www.infineon.com/hungary

